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ABOUT AURO
AURO is the consistent forerunner and pioneer in the field of ecologi-
cal natural paints and wood care products. The innovative and modern 
company has always consciously relied on substances from vegetable 
and mineral sources for its paints, varnishes, woodstains, oils and waxes. 
The combination of high-performance natural products with premium 
technical quality is unique. The technical know-how and the special se-
lection and composition of the ingredients make the paints extraordi-
nary. High-quality, pure mineral pigments are used to create authentic 
colour shades with high aesthetic standards. AURO products can easily 
be returned to the material cycle of nature, as can all woods treated 
with them. Since the company was founded in 1983, the guiding prin-
ciples of sustainability have determined our entrepreneurial activities: 
Renewability, degradability and social aspects. AURO products are thus 
a consistently ecological part of biodiversity.

Note: Colour and product samples as well as colour charts may deviate from the original product or the original 
colour tone for technical reasons. Therefore, a practical test is recommended before processing. Product or colour 
tone mixtures will not be taken back. Any claims concerning product and colour tone mixtures are hereby express-
ly excluded. Photo credits: AURO, unless otherwise stated. „Scandi“ photo: Dariusz Jarzabek, „Country house“ 
photo: ©Aldeca Productions - / both stock.adobe.com

www.auro.de
fon +49 531-28141-0

info@auro.de

AURO Pflanzenchemie AG
Alte Frankfurter Straße 211

38122 Braunschweig
Germany

Designer´s Collection

Country house 

Scandi

Grey enables a variety of decorative effects
Depending on the nuance, it appears cool, warm or 
charming. The bluish grey 05 is expressive and lively. This 
gives rooms an aesthetic and modern look. Only natural 
materials with simple colour tones such as whispy com-
plete the hip Scandi style.

asphalt grey 10bluish grey 05 serengeti 10 whispy99.2 smoke

333 dove blue deep aqua 20 teal 25 99.1 steel 82.1 bianco perla

Country house romanticism revisited
In combination with wood, the delicate teal 25 radiates 
cosiness and warmth. The shades of blue have an inspi-
ring effect and give rooms a certain nonchalance that 
goes well with traditional design. The interplay of sea 
tones and wood accents perfectly round off the country 
house style.
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Vintage Boho Chic

A pleasant atmosphere for every style of living
Natural brown tones such as beige brown 20 in combi-
nation with noble pink nuances fill the room with a soot-
hing harmony and form the basis for authentic living. By 
complementing the pastel colours, the room radiates a 
special freshness.

Unconventional and natural living
With this style of furnishing both is possible. The bright 
red tone light coral 32.3 sets strong accents on walls. Its 
intensity radiates pure joy of life and positive energy. 
The placement of the complementary colours creates a 
warm atmosphere and gives the living area an extra por-
tion of cosiness. 

In harmony with nature, growth and balance
Especially the combination of green and brown has an 
optimistic and, at the same time, calming effect. The po-
werful moss green 05 creates a relaxed atmosphere in 
the living room. Rooms are given a natural feel with the 
authentic colour accents that turn it into an impressive 
home. (See front cover for „light teal“.)

32.3 light coralbright chestnut 05 indian summer 20 carmelia serengeti 25moss green 05 813 light teal apple green 15 508 champagne subtle touch

rose shade 25

wood berry 15

oriental night 20

beige brown 20

velvet touch 15 Modern

10.1 corngolden honey 20wild mustard 15 196 cream quicksilver

Stimulating and surrounded by sunlight
Warm yellow tones create an atmospheric and 
friendly ambience in living spaces. The harmonious  
golden honey 20 looks noble with the selection of mo-
dern furniture. The grey tones neutralise the room, all-
owing the coloured surfaces to come into their own even 
more.


